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This inspection was carried out under sections 49 and 50 of the Childcare Act 2006  

 

Introduction 
 

This inspection was carried out by Ofsted under Sections 49 and 50 of the 
Childcare Act 2006 on the quality and standards of the registered early years 
provision. ‘Early years provision’ refers to provision regulated by Ofsted for children 

from birth to 31 August following their fifth birthday (the early years age group). 
The registered person must ensure that this provision complies with the statutory 
framework for children’s learning, development and welfare, known as the Early 
Years Foundation Stage. 
 
The provider must provide a copy of this report to all parents with children at the 
setting where reasonably practicable.  The provider must provide a copy of the 

report to any other person who asks for one, but may charge a fee for this service 
(The Childcare (Inspection) Regulations 2008 regulations 9 and 10). 
 

The setting also makes provision for children older than the early years age group 
which is registered on the voluntary and/or compulsory part(s) of the Childcare 
Register. This report does not include an evaluation of that provision, but a 

comment about compliance with the requirements of the Childcare Register is 
included in Annex B. 
 

Please see our website for more information about each childcare provider. We 
publish inspection reports, conditions of registration and details of complaints we 
receive where we or the provider take action to meet the requirements of 
registration. 
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Description of the childminding 
 

 The childminder has been registered since 1993. She lives with her husband and 
two teenage children in Redhill, Surrey. The whole of the childminder's home is 
used for childminding. There is a fully enclosed garden for outdoor play. The family 

has rabbits, guinea pigs, fish, chickens and a dog.  
  
The childminder is registered to care for a maximum of six children under eight 
years at any one time, of whom no more than three may be in the early years age 

range. She is currently minding two children in this age group on a full-time basis. 
She also offers care to children aged over five years to 11 years. The provision is 
registered on the Early Years Register and on the voluntary and compulsory parts 

of the Childcare Register. Children in all age ranges share the same facilities.  
  
The childminder takes and collects children from the local school and attends 

several toddler groups on a regular basis. She is a member of an approved 
childminding network.  
 

 

The overall effectiveness of the early years provision 
 
Overall the quality of the provision is outstanding. 
 

Children and their families are welcomed into an extremely safe, friendly and child-
orientated home. Children are at the heart of all that happens within the setting 
and have an excellent range of exciting experiences that enrich their development. 

Children access a wide range of high quality resources that are displayed 
effectively overall to promote their independent choices. Strong partnerships with 
all parents and others, together with the childminder's very good knowledge of 
children's individual needs, ensure that there is excellent continuity in children's 

care and learning, and they make exceptional progress. The childminder has a very 
clear sense of direction and gives utmost priority to self-evaluation, continuous 
improvement and opportunities for training and development.  

 
 

What steps need to be taken to improve provision 

further? 
 
To further improve the high quality early years provision the registered person 
should consider: 

 
  developing the use of labelling on boxed resources to further support 

children's independent choices.  
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The effectiveness of leadership and management of 
the early years provision 
 
Children are exceptionally well protected because the childminder has an excellent 

knowledge and understanding of child protection issues and arrangements for 
safeguarding children are robust. The childminder implements an extremely 
comprehensive range of policies and procedures which are updated on a regular 

basis and used effectively to underpin her practice. Parents receive regular updates 
to policies as they arise. This ensures they are fully aware of the service on offer. 
Comprehensive risk assessments of all areas which children may come into contact 

with are recorded effectively. As a result, children are confident to explore and 
learn in a secure and safe, yet challenging, indoor and outdoor environment. The 
childminder makes extremely effective use of self-evaluation to help her identify 
her strengths and priorities for future development to improve the quality of her 

provision for all children. She undertakes ongoing, relevant early years training to 
enhance her skills and evaluates what she does in order to further improve her 
practice. Her dedication results in excellent outcomes for children across all of their 

learning and development.  
  
Children benefit from being cared for in an extremely enabling environment, which 

is very welcoming and child friendly. The excellent range of activities and resources 
is extremely well presented and in excellent condition. This contributes towards the 
sustainability of the childminder's provision. The childminder also loans resources 

and play equipment from the local authority to extend the range further. The 
childminder organises her toys and equipment in clear boxes so children of all ages 
can easily identify their contents. As a result, children's independence and choice is 

promoted well, although labelling is not used to enhance this further. The 
childminder provides significant opportunities for children to develop their 
awareness of all areas of diversity through the toys and activities on offer. They 
enjoy Anzac biscuits, plantain and a Latvian chocolate cake with explanations of 

their origins,as children explore their own and other cultures.  
  
The childminder maintains very positive relationships with all parents so that the 

children's care and learning needs are fully met. She seeks information from 
parents about all aspects of their children's welfare and development before they 
attend in order to establish their starting points and care needs. This is continued 

through daily discussion and the use of a daily or weekly feedback sheet, which 
contains a section for parents to feed back relevant details. She always seeks 
parents' and children's views, for example, to ensure everyone is happy before 

introducing guinea pigs to the setting. Children's profiles are completed and 
parents are able to take them home to read and add further comments. This 
involves parents fully in supporting their children's learning and development at 

home. Parents speak very highly of the care and learning their children receive and 
state that 'My child always arrives and leaves very happy and content' and 'The 
childminder has helped my child develop friendships with others'. Through meeting 
regularly with other providers and outside agencies, the childminder has 

established highly effective links to ensure all children receive the support they 
need. These significantly contribute to continuity in children's learning and care. 
For example, she ensures children receive the support they need if they have 
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special education needs and/or disabilities by liaising closely with therapists and 
uses school targets to support continuation in children's learning.  
 
 

The quality and standards of the early years provision 

and outcomes for children 
 

The childminder has very strong and caring attachments with the children. Children 
are extremely happy, confident and settled and receive excellent support with their 
learning and development. Children know they are valued as the childminder 

listens to what they say and responds in a kind and caring manner. This supports 
their self-esteem and confidence at all times and children feel exceptionally safe 
and secure in the childminder's care. The childminder implements highly effective 
systems to monitor children's development. She regularly observes and assesses 

their progress and identifies their next steps for learning. This ensures they have 
appropriate challenges in line with their individual needs and interests. 
Photographs of the children at play complement written observations and all are 

presented in very attractive folders. Children also take photographs of each other 
using the digital camera.  
  

The childminder provides a balance of child-initiated and adult-led activities. She 
prepares activities that she knows children will enjoy but also follows their 
individual interests. For instance, children show an interest in the changing 

seasons. The childminder extends this interest and children enjoy collecting leaves, 
conkers and acorns and store them in autumn boxes. Children are extremely well 
occupied and benefit from a balanced routine that is based around their individual 

needs. They are very keen to communicate with the childminder and they use 
language well to start conversations to express their thoughts and ideas. For 
example, they talk about the different types of emergency vehicles when 
constructing a fire engine using plastic bricks. The childminder extends this by 

introducing aspects of road safety in their conversations along with people who 
help us. While playing with small role-play toys, children question why a man is 
sitting in a wheelchair. The childminder offers the children a clear explanation as to 

the reasons why. Children ponder on the explanation then say 'His special chair 
helps him go outside', developing understanding of other's needs. They snuggle in 
close with the childminder to look at books, showing great delight when they 

recognise their favourite stories. They sing songs and rhymes and enjoy practising 
their musical skills while playing on the piano. Children develop extremely well 
because the childminder knows how to engage children's interests, encouraging 

them to explore, investigate and be curious. The childminder manages children's 
behaviour very well, providing an excellent role model for politeness and 
consideration of others. Children learn good manners and say 'please' and 'thank 

you'. This helps build important personal, social and moral development skills to 
help them establish and maintain positive relationships.  
  
Children's develop excellent awareness of healthy lifestyles. Both parents and the 

childminder provide home-cooked, nutritious meals, snacks and drinks. Children 
enjoy sociable snack and meal times as they sit down to eat and drink, chatting 
confidently about their morning. They show exceptional understanding of the 
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importance of following good hygiene practice as they wash their hands before and 
after eating and visiting the toilet. The childminder follows good hygiene routines 
at nappy changing time to minimise the spread of infection. Children engage in a 
wide range of physical activities as they enjoy daily opportunities to exercise in the 

well-resourced garden and on local outings. The childminder talks to children about 
how to keep themselves and others safe when they go on walks. They 
demonstrate excellent understanding as they hold hands, stop, listen and look 

before crossing roads. These positive early experiences provide children with a 
exceptional start in life and enable them to develop the skills needed for their 
future success.  
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Annex A: record of inspection judgements 
 
The key inspection judgements and what they mean  
 
Grade 1 is Outstanding: this aspect of the provision is of exceptionally high quality  
Grade 2 is Good: this aspect of the provision is strong  
Grade 3 is Satisfactory: this aspect of the provision is sound  
Grade 4 is Inadequate: this aspect of the provision is not good enough  
 

The overall effectiveness of the early years provision 
How well does the setting meet the needs of the 
children in the Early Years Foundation Stage? 

1 

The capacity of the provision to maintain continuous 
improvement 

1 

 

The effectiveness of leadership and management of the early 
years provision 
The effectiveness of leadership and management of the 

Early Years Foundation Stage 
1 

The effectiveness of leadership and management in embedding 
ambition and driving improvement 

1 

The effectiveness with which the setting deploys resources 1 

The effectiveness with which the setting promotes equality and 
diversity 

1 

The effectiveness of safeguarding 1 
The effectiveness of the setting’s self-evaluation, including the 
steps taken to promote improvement 

1 

The effectiveness of partnerships 1 
The effectiveness of the setting’s engagement with parents and 

carers 

1 

 

The quality of the provision in the Early Years Foundation 
Stage  
The quality of the provision in the Early Years Foundation Stage 1 

 

Outcomes for children in the Early Years Foundation Stage 
Outcomes for children in the Early Years Foundation 

Stage 
1 

The extent to which children achieve and enjoy their learning 1 
The extent to which children feel safe 1 
The extent to which children adopt healthy lifestyles 1 
The extent to which children make a positive contribution 1 
The extent to which children develop skills for the future 1 
 

Any complaints about the inspection or report should be made following the 

procedures set out in the guidance available from Ofsted’s website: 
www.ofsted.gov.uk 
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Annex B: the Childcare Register 
   

The provider confirms that the requirements of the 
compulsory part of the Childcare Register are:  

Met 

   

The provider confirms that the requirements of the 
voluntary part of the Childcare Register are:  

Met 

 


